~On Interconnection~
As a soul we are free from having anything other than interconnection. On what we call the
other side of the veil, back home with Source/God (whatsoever you choose to call such
Infinite Consciousness as there are a zillion names for the same Source energy what matters is
the vibrational frequency intention within what you choose of such), all there is is
interconnection. And actually it is called by its vibrational frequency sound of Kaeranah
(pronounced as Kye raw ney ah) which means OneSoul or interconnected, interconnection.
This is how we connected to and with one another in Lemuria as well. Earthly we use the
term interdependence or as the amasing Thich Naht Hahn says, 'we inter are' :)
From an earthly resonance and ever since the rising of the waters in Lemuria which gave
way to Atlantis and as we 'devolved' into denser forms of consciousness within soul
agreement to do so collectively so as to play this game of LIFE (Living Infinite From Existence
and Living Infinitely From Experience) on this earth, within each life we come into on this
earth we are born completely dependent upon those around us, which albeit necessary for
survival and because we as a collective conscious chose the soul agreement before coming to
this earth as One with Source to experience duality/polarity through relationships, so that we
could remember and BE what are Soul already is and knows (and also is who Source is)
which is the complete collapse of relationship of two separate objects relating, and merge into
Oneness, balance, wholeness, integration of a REALationship of union with Source, ourselves,
a partner, and all beings and essences on this earth and in the cosmos.
Thus within choosing to birth into the earth physically in dependence was a chosen soul
agreement, it is nonetheless one side of extremism within earthly life and of Source energy
experience. And then as we grow, we come into the other extremism of independence to
attempt to 'break free from' dependence, which is still yet the other side of extremism. One
can imagine the infinity symbol and the left side of it being dependence and the right side
being independence. Then throughout our life, through various earthly relationships (which
are in and of itself soul agreements) we struggle back and forth, round and round the infinity
symbol of dependence and independence, until we come into the centre of the infinity
symbol, the sweet spot which is where interconnection, inter areness, Kaeranah simply IS
(Infinitely Spiritual) of the balance, wholeness, integration of the collapse of relationship into
union as shared above.
Within this ISness as we BE this within our vibrational frequency consistently, we then
magnetise, draw to us within Soul calling, those souls whom resonate within this same
vibrational frequency and we BE this twogether (two or more BEing as One) This is what
Jesus meant whence he said 'When two or more are gathered in my name, there is Love'.
Interconnection, inter areness, Kaeranah is free from being about a mutual dependence upon
one another as the vibration and word of interdependence means nor is it how I use to word
synonymously with interconnection. Rather, interconnection is simply what is shared above
here, and is about a mutual give give rather than depending on one another to give
something to one another, it is about a give within how may I serve? How may I assist you? It

is a give give from the in~welling within the heart, the soul to give simply as Source gives.
Free from being about depending on one another to give, we give simply because we choose
to give as Source gives. For this is how the universe works and is, give give in a mutual flow.
One only need to look at nature on this earth and the nature of the cosmos to know this. The
Sun gives by shining so that the trees may grow and the trees reach out to the heavens
blessing the Sun in appreciation. There is no I will depend upon you for such, it is just a
simple giving from their soul of who they are as their soul essence and then within that it
mutually nourishes one another. And this is who we are to be on this earth now within
evolving in our consciousness back to who we really are as a Soul incarnate, which is this
interconnection, inter are, Kaeranah. May we all move within our BEingness of our Soul into
the interconnection we are ~Lady Nenari, Princess of the Sea 20 May 2013

